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Abstract 

 

This paper pursues three major goals analyzing three different areas of scientific research, which are 

related nevertheless. The first section works out the general consensus on why the European debt 

crisis unfolded. As a special contribution, this working paper argues that in explaining the Sovereign 

debt crisis the conventional view does not pay proper attention to the crucial fact of pre-crisis expan-

sion of counterfeit credit. Although it might be mentioned, it is not profoundly elaborated on using a 

coherent business cycle theory. The second part critically assesses the European Union’s stability 

measures as answers to the crisis. Firstly it is argued that while the European Union has violated its 

own treaties, the ECB has gone against its own mandate, adopting fiscal policy measures under the 

guise of monetary policy. This form of critique is inspired by ordoliberal approach, which is generally 

called Ordnungspolitik. In a second step a more fundamental but brief critique of central banking is 

provided, meaning that a central bank’s actual purpose is exposed. The last section attempts to flesh 

out economic ramifications of bond-purchasing programs such as QE and OMT. While not solely fo-

cusing on interest rates, this paper highlights the dire effects of draining the productive economy by 

artificially buoying up bond and asset prices. Because of ever rising prices, asset and bond market 

investments gain significant investment advantages over the real economy. This imbalance forces the 

productive economy ever more into retreat leading to unsustainable capital consumption.  

 

Introduction 

 

The goal of this working paper is to critically analyze three different topics, which all belong to a sep-

arate area of scientific research. The first section is part of a historical approach to political events. It 

deals with the causes and consequences of the sovereign debt crisis of the European Community as a 

whole. The second part’s underlying scientific focus is on jurisprudence concerning the relation be-

tween the European Union’s law, its treaties, and the ECB’s mandate. The way they are both related 

is highlighted by the fact that without history unfolding in the described manner, the second part 

would not even exist. Because of this intertwining the present working paper is structured in this 

particular fashion.   

In the first section of this paper, the general consensus on why the European debt crisis emerged is 

worked out. As a contribution, this working paper argues that the common view on the crisis usually 

lacks one key element which is not elaborated on, namely the fact of pre-crisis credit expansion. Ad-

mittedly, although the general consensus does in effect touch this aspect, it does not give further 

explanation on how this credit expansion was – to a great extent – responsible for many events fur-

ther down the road of European political and economical turmoil. This is to say that the theory does 

not provide any coherent theory on the business cycle. As though this paper can only scratch the 

surface in this regard, it nevertheless tries to give a good overview on how the common consensus 

could be extended by cohesive trade cycle theory.  

The second part’s contribution is to critically assess some of the European Union’s stability measures. 

Even though emergency cases might have called for it, the question, of whether the ECB has acted in 

opposition to its mandate, must be answered. The second section of this paper attempts to give 

some hints on how this important question might be settled.  
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Section 1: How the Sovereign Debt Crisis came along after all? 

 

When it come to economics, the following well-known academic joke is certainly true. Ask two econ-

omists’ opinion on a specific topic and you will be guaranteed three distinct answers. Since there is at 

least half a dozen of different major schools of economic thought1, this fact is not too much of a sur-

prise. All the more it is astounding that there seems to be quite an overlap in terms of what crucial 

factors caused the European debt crisis to unfold. Conventional wisdom has it that this crisis has 

shown a particular pattern which is at the core of virtual every slump: economic imbalances (Baldwin 

and Giavazzi 2015). This insight is obviously a rather superficial one; nevertheless it is undoubtedly 

true to detect profound discrepancies within the Eurozone’s pool of heterogeneous countries. The 

unification of vastly dissimilar economies, differing in their stage of economic development and their 

potential to further progress, made the European Monetary Union (EMU) into a suboptimal currency 

area.  

 

Major indicators of this uneven playing field in the Eurozone are the pre-crisis current account imbal-

ances, which can be seen as an actual manifestation and a real consequence of this suboptimal cur-

rency area.  

At this stage of the analysis it needs to be stressed that there must have been something wrong with 

the Euro-System or at least something peculiar about the Euro as a single currency for the involved 

nation states. Especially in view of the fact that the same diverse economies already interacted 

heavily on all different kinds of layers prior to the inauguration of the Euro (Baltas, Demopoulos and 

Hassid 1998). All the while things did not seem to get out of hand. It was only with the adoption of 

the Euro that an unsteady foundation was set up which paved the way for a crisis of this magnitude.  

 

One argument often brought forth in mentioning likely causes for the European crisis, consists of 

highlighting the brusque, recusant non-compliance with several of the Stability and Growth Pact’s 

fiscal discipline criteria. The argument’s thrust has it that because de jure obligated countries did not 

uphold its commitments of adhering to pre-arranged selection principles, the breaches of contract 

must have inevitably led to the sovereign debt crisis. Although the countries’ negligence regarding 

the EMU’s rules is surely a non-neutral variable in accounting for the emergence of the crisis, its ex-

planatory power is indeed limited. Later on in this paper, the negative impacts these various viola-

tions of the treaty had on the European system as a whole will be discussed in detail. Though for now 

it is safe to argue that the violations by themselves are not solely responsible for sovereign debt cri-

sis. This argument is reinforced by the fact that two of the most heavily crisis-shaken countries, such 

as Spain and Ireland, were able to comply with the criteria concerning debt level and annual deficit 

ceiling.2 Accordingly, there has to be a more underlying mechanism, which can serve as an adequate, 

more convincing reason.  

 

                                                           
1
 http://www.investopedia.com/university/macroeconomics/macroeconomics1.asp (Accessed: 12/25/15)  

   https://mises.org/blog/nine-schools-economic-thought (Accessed: 12/25/15) 
2
 http://www.tradingeconomics.com/spain/government-budget (Accessed: 12/26/15) 

   http://www.tradingeconomics.com/ireland/government-budget (Accessed: 12/26/15) 
 

http://www.investopedia.com/university/macroeconomics/macroeconomics1.asp
https://mises.org/blog/nine-schools-economic-thought
http://www.tradingeconomics.com/spain/government-budget
http://www.tradingeconomics.com/ireland/government-budget
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Interest rate convergence 

 

 

In this regard, many influential research papers seem to have found common ground by pointing to 

the interest rate as a key concept of understanding the happenings. It was with the inauguration of 

the Euro that the interest rate over the course of time experienced an ongoing downward curve. To 

be precise, it was the nominal interest rate that shrunk to a level where the real interest rate even 

turned negative in some countries (Klodt 2013). 

In order to explain this Eurozone convergence of nominal interest rate, it is argued that ones needs 

to recall that with the beginning of the Euro there was an enormous transition from various national 

currencies into one single currency going on. These former distinct currencies were characterized by 

large differences in the nominal level of interest and the rate of inflation. With the mentioned transi-

tion happening, nominal interest rate spreads and diverging inflation rates were expected to de-

crease in a more or less likewise fashion. Erroneously this expectation was not vindicated by the ac-

tual course of things. What turned out to be true for nominal interest rates, did not apply to inflation 

rates. Due to the adoption of the Euro, which was accompanied by a substantial reduction in transac-

tion costs and the elimination of foreign exchange risks, especially the poorer countries in the pe-

riphery of the Eurozone were able to activate their growth potential. This was much higher in relative 

terms compared to the richer countries’ potential for growth. Because of this process faster growing 

nations were experiencing much higher inflation rate (Tichy 2012) In accordance with the Fisher 

equation the aforementioned dynamics concerning the plummet of real interest rates can be com-

prehended.3 

Having stated this, the alert reader might not be satisfied with what has just been professed. Even 

thought the explanation given can account for the fall in real interest rates, it does not take the 

course of nominal interest rates (which again has significant ramifications for nominal interest rates)   

into consideration. As a matter of fact, pre-crisis nominal interest rates similarly had experienced a 

lasting decline, which was not specifically limited to European countries, but could be described as a 

global phenomenon (McKinsey Global Institute 2013). A notable part of the downward trend is to be 

attributed to lower and more stable inflation rates, which in turn leads to reduced inflation expecta-

tions and smaller inflation premiums (Danthine 2013). Particularly in the case of the Eurozone, infla-

tionary expectations were severely lowered. It is well known that the southern European countries’ 

central banks always had a harder time not (mis-)using its power for their own benefit, i.e. conduct-

ing a much looser monetary policy compared to their northern neighbors. Bearing this in mind, it is 

obvious that with the ever more concrete and tangible efforts of creating an European central bank 

up until 1998 – the date of its final institutional setup – future inflationary expectations must have 

been weakening ever more. Especially the fact that the prestige of the Bundesbank partially trans-

ferred to the ECB added to this (Bagus 2012). The Bundesbank had always been led by great pru-

dence when it came to (expansionary) monetary policy.  

This was not the only impact the Eurozone and its single currencies had on the development of mar-

ket-related expectations. Another major consequence was the reduction in the rate of risk premi-

                                                           
3
  http://2012books.lardbucket.org/books/theory-and-applications-of-macroeconomics/s20-14-the-fisher-    

   equation-nominal-an.html  (Accessed: 12/28/15) 
 

http://2012books.lardbucket.org/books/theory-and-applications-of-macroeconomics/s20-14-the-fisher-%20%20%20%20%20%20equation-nominal-an.html
http://2012books.lardbucket.org/books/theory-and-applications-of-macroeconomics/s20-14-the-fisher-%20%20%20%20%20%20equation-nominal-an.html
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ums. In order to understand why the risk premiums for several European states dropped drastically, 

a closer look at the EMU treaty’s regulations is needed. 

 

 

Stability and Growth Pact 

 

 

The Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) involved a set of rules putting constraints on a state’s fiscal ex-

pansion policy. Annual budget deficits were not to exceed 3 percent of GDP and the level of public 

debt was limited to 60 percent of GDP. The SGP also included a clearly stated no-bailout-clause with 

its explicit purpose: Whatever member of the EMU would face a sovereign default, it cannot count 

on other European countries or the Eurozone as a whole to meet its debt obligations and provide 

rescue funds (Lane 2012). 

In hindsight it can be assessed that the no-bailout-clause was a complete paper tiger with no teeth 

and no credibility (Frankel 2015). No matter which rule is examined; all of them had been ignored by 

various countries. In terms of the 60 percent to GDP debt ceiling, it was Belgium, Italy, Greece, Cy-

prus and Austria that did not manage to comply with it.4 Even though they tried to reduce their debt 

ratios, their absolute level nonetheless remained above set threshold – ergo a clear violation of the 

treaty.   

Particularly ironic is the case with the STP´s other fiscal rule. Having Germany as a pioneer and eager 

proponent of this rule limiting fiscal deficits to no more than 3 percent of GDP, it is all the more ridic-

ulous that, by 2002, Germany was running a budget deficit of more than the pre-arranged ratio. Oth-

er countries not sticking to this rule were France, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands and Portugal (Feld-

stein 2005).  

In the face of these many violations it is no surprise that investors and other market players did not 

take the no-bailout-clause at face value. They were well aware of the fact that since Brussels willfully 

tolerated the many breaches of its own treaty, it would most likely not insist on enforcing the no-

bailout-clause. Because the market participants saw beyond the Euro’s blinding superficiality, its 

distorted picture of reality and took it for what it really was. A monumental yet unstable monetary 

experiment in furtherance of political integration in Europe. It was clear from the outset that if the 

EMU would ever face the fate of falling apart, this would mean no demise for the European project. 

On the contrary this would herald the start for a fiscal and finally a political union (Bagus 2012). Alt-

hough it is hard gauge whether or not the project of uniting too many heterogeneous and vastly dis-

tinct European economies under one single currency has reach its point of no return, it is patently 

obvious that an abandoning of the Euro and with it the EMU would incur enormous amount of costs 

the already massively weakened European countries could hardly bear at this time. Taking this risk, 

market players speculated – later events proofed them right – on their expectations that stronger 

nations would bail out weaker ones if necessary. With an implicit guarantee on their debts, many 

countries had to pay lower interest rates because the risk of default was reduced.  

 

 

                                                           
4
 http://3.bp.blogspot.com/FhNc4YNILH0/TvvqKKdpkDI/AAAAAAAAAvc/uGGFVoMFD4E/s1600/201112Debt.jpg    

  (Accessed: 12/29/15) 
 
 

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/FhNc4YNILH0/TvvqKKdpkDI/AAAAAAAAAvc/uGGFVoMFD4E/s1600/201112Debt.jpg
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Effects of artificial low interest rates 

 

 

So far this paper has only been trying to answer the question of how and why the low interest rates 

have come about. Having provided a valuable answer, it continues on by examining the detrimental 

effects of low interest rates. In reference to the last preceding phrase an important caveat has to be 

issued. A state of low interest rates is not by itself undesirable. It is a matter of why these low inter-

est rates have reached their current low level. It is important to understand that an interest rate rep-

resents an intertemporal price which is just as much the result of a supply and demand scheme as 

the normal price for a good – the one we typically regard to be an actual price. Analyzing the interest 

rate makes it clear that the supply side is made up of a constantly changing pool of savings, i.e. the 

currently available amount of consumption forgone. On the other end there is the demand side, 

which consists of an equivalent amount of investment opportunities that are in need of savings in 

order to be realized. Therefore the determination of the interest rate is affiliated to the balancing of 

savings (supply side) and investments (demand side).  The interest rate can be viewed as the ex-

change ratio – or as already state: the price – between current and future consumption (Hollenbeck 

2015). This means that the interest rate is ultimately determined by people’s time preferences, a 

term expressing the readiness to postpone needs in the presence in order to earn greater satisfac-

tion in the future. A generally low time preference translates into a greater amount of savings availa-

ble, since people choose to defer consumption now with the objective of satisfying a greater quantity 

of needs by increasing consumption again later on in time (Taghizadegan 2008 and Hollenbeck 2015). 

Now it can be seen that because the supply of loanable funds is high, the interest rates tends to de-

cline and will be balanced off by the currently corresponding demand to use these savings for in-

vestment. As long as the reduction of the interest rate is coordinated by increasing quantities of sav-

ings, the process can be deemed consistent and therefore sound. The market naturally pushes the 

interest rate – understood as a flow variable in constant flux – down signaling that people are willing 

to restrain from current consumption. In other words, the interest rate reflects a society’s time pref-

erence, which in turn reflects society’s consumption choices (demand) across time (Hollenbeck 

2015).  

In view of this market-determined process it is made evident that a low interest rate of this type is 

not a priori deficient. Neither can it per se be labeled desirable from an economic point of view. Since 

it is an ever-changing state reached through the market process, it is completely neutral or value-free 

(Gunning 2005 and Gunning 2008). Only if there are interventions in the market – as real life shows 

there virtually always are – normative judgments gain meaning.  

After this rather lengthy but needed introductory excursus, the knowledge acquired can finally be 

applied to the interest rate emerging in the Eurozone. As should be clear right away the Eurozone’s 

interest convergence, resulting in lower rates, is not the consequence of a process of freeing up a 

greater amount of resources, i.e. savings. It is an artificially lowering of the interest rate based on 

various distortions within the market. One possible objection is the argument that it was the market 

participants, who are responsible for bringing about lower rates because they accepted lower risk 

premiums. Even though this is an accurate description, it is ignored that these market players were 
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driven by perverse incentives they readily responded to. Not taking advantage of such profitable 

though unsustainable incentives would have put an investor at a disadvantage compared to others.  

In conclusion to this it has to be stated that the interest rate fell prey to implicit political promises, 

which willfully created a highly unsustainable environment.  

With these lower levels of interest, taking out loans, i.e. going into debt became much cheaper. Pub-

lic agencies as well as private actors started to take advantage of the lower borrowing costs. In 

Greece or Portugal it was the government that ran into deeper debt, while Spain or Ireland saw the 

debt levels of their private sector soar (Baldwin and Giavazzi 2015). Artificially lower interest rate 

allowed an enormous private debt accumulation. But where did these huge amounts of loans come 

from, since there was very little net lending from the rest of the word to Eurozone countries (Baldwin 

and Giavazzi 2015)?  

 

 

Credit expansion 

 

 

Banks from all over Europe extended credit to the various private actors such as household or firms. 

Current account imbalances of that time reveal that much of the credit sums were being transferred 

from countries like Germany, France, Belgium and the Netherlands to the Southern European nations 

(Lane 2012). At the same time banks within the nations that would eventually get in trouble in-

creased lending significantly. Ireland’s total bank assets as a percent of GDP rose from 360% in 2001 

to 705% in 2007; Spanish bank debt grew from 177% to 280% (Baldwin and Giavazzi 2015). 

The consequences of the artificially lowered interest rates paved the way for a gigantic credit expan-

sion the public as well as the private sector strived to get its share of. Banks facing the constant 

threat of loosing business to competitors could not afford not to join in on this credit expansion. So 

they were financing an enormous amount of debt, skimming off profits for themselves as long as 

things were looking bright. When it finally dawned on them and everybody else that these banks 

were holding large quantities of non-repayable debt because their borrowers did not have the capac-

ity to pay down their loans, the entire, artificially bloated economic system took a turn for the worse. 

Since many banks were so heavily invested in several different parts of Europe, uncontrolled chain 

reaction was triggered, in which banks saw their assets plummet in value, while their liabilities stayed 

the same. 

As a consequence of this all of a sudden banks were verging on bankruptcy and thus had to be bailed 

out by the respective state. Nationalizations and several quasi-nationalizations of banks were the 

turning point, when the financial banking crisis officially turned into the sovereign debt crisis. This 

should not hide the fact that public debt’s levels were already high before the crisis. There were not 

seen as potential problem, since on euro area average, the government debt to GDP ratio remained 

broadly stable around 68 percent between 2001 and 2006 (Tichy 2012). Notwithstanding the above, 

the numerical debt ratio by itself should not merely by regarded as, the higher the debt, the more 

dangerous it for the government. Because – as this crisis has made clear – trust in a government’s 

ability to provide funding is such a decisive factor, any level of debt can possibly be destructive for a 

nation’s position on the credit market.  

In hindsight it is criticized that loans to private and public actors were to a great extent financing 

current consumption (Gehringer 2015). These funds were mainly used to import goods from abroad 

(Tichy 2011). Obviously, taking out loans to boost consumption is not sustainable, since mere con-
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sumption does not yield any profit to pay off loans. Such behavior is typically called living beyond 

one’s means, a phrase often heard when analyzing this crisis.  

Another area in the economy, which absorbed a plethora of credit, was the housing and construction 

sector. In the years preceding the financial turmoil a lot of investment was channeled into the hous-

ing market, creating a real estate boom (Gehringer 2015). For one thing as prices kept on rising dur-

ing the heyday prior to the crisis, ever more private households got hold of their own house they 

occupied. For another thing investors and home-builders were attracted by the impression of rising 

prices (Garriga 2010). Although the increase in housing investment was more marked, non-housing 

investment also rose (Fagan and Gaspar 2007). 

In conclusion to this, it can be pointed out that the credit expansion, a consequence of low interest 

rates, to some extent fueled current consumption and a whole array of investment projects in the 

housing and non-housing segments. Because too much of the borrowed money was invested in capi-

tal and projects that had little effect on future productivity growth. As becomes obvious by looking at 

the prevailing literature, it is generally held that too much of the created credit sum was going into 

unproductive investment (Fagan and Gaspar 2007, Gehringer 2015, Tichy 2012). On is getting the 

sense that this kind of reasoning states, if only investors had been more cautiously and farsighted in 

choosing their investment options, i. e. if they had put their borrowed money into productivity en-

hancing, remunerative projects malinvestments would not have been as great. Accordingly banks 

wouldn’t have to write off that many credit transactions, which led to their downfall into bankruptcy.  

 

 

Business cycle theory 

 

 

Such a statement, if intended, is a very strong claim, one that can easily be made in retrospect know-

ing all the stylized facts. In order to understand the pre-crisis environment for entrepreneurs and 

investors, it is crucial to view things through the eyes of an investor before the crisis. Because market 

players lack perfect information, there is no way they can gather all the necessary prerequisites to 

have perfect foresight. This fact leaves them with uncertainty about their investments’ future out-

come. Therefore an investor always takes a certain risk when making his investment decision. Even 

though uncertainty about the future cannot be eliminated, the factor of risk is not completely exoge-

nous. By evaluating specific aspects about the market and using certain of its parameters as guide-

lines, the investor tries to estimate the risk. These acts of interpretation and appraisement are what 

an investor and entrepreneur engages in in order to do so. 

Complications arise once one or more of these parameters are distorted. Because of this corruption 

market factors are not able to accurately reflect economic reality anymore. One such factor clearly is 

the interest rate. As has been described, an artificial lowering of the interest rate can surely be classi-

fied as a distorted market parameter. Taking the interest rate as a measurement, which is supposed 

to serve as a determinate of how much savings are being freed up by non-consuming agents, its in-

formative value for the investor is being diminished. The investor is fooled into believing that an in-

vestment project, evaluated in the light of current market aspects, is profitable. The problem is that 

too many investors start their investment projects, only to discover a lack of actual real resources 

later on in time, with which to finish the project. With interest rates being held to an unsustainably 

low level, investments that were not profitable at the time of higher interest rates suddenly seem to 

be lucrative. As a consequence especially long-term projects become more worthwhile to engage in. 

The rationale behind this is the fact that with the interest rate having decreased, the present value of 
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future returns on investments has increased. This is why the structure of production experiences a 

lengthening (Hülsmann 2011). Nevertheless the expansion is a contradiction within the intertemporal 

structure of the capital stock. Investors are attempting to use resources to initiate more long-term 

projects, while consumers do not refrain from consuming fewer resources to satisfy their present 

needs. In some way or another, be it because of a rise in interest rates or a surge in prices, the con-

tradiction has to work itself out. Examples such as Spain, Greece or Ireland illustrate this kind of rea-

soning (Tsionas 2013, Bagus 2014, Howden 2014). 

It is important to understand that this theoretical framework does not merely allege that every inves-

tor is unable to detect the aforementioned contraction in the structure of production. The theory 

rather holds that low interest rates significantly increase the likelihood of more people pushing unto 

the market to invest. Two possible underlying mechanisms might be set in motion. Firstly, farsighted 

investors recognize that interest rates have been artificially lowered, i.e. they realize that an econom-

ic downturn is inevitable. As long as it is still possible, they attempt to sell off their overvalued in-

vestment projects to those who are overvaluing them. Investors buying these projects – are exactly 

the ones that do not foresee the looming crisis ahead. Therefore it is not the good investors who 

become fools, but fools who become bad investors during the pre-crisis period. In some sense it can 

be described as the “marginal entrepreneur” – the decisive element in capital markets – who is of 

lower quality before the crisis (Engelhardt 2012).  

Secondly, because the interest rate is lower, a larger amount of people is willing to act as investors. 

As a result the number of investors has increased, which translates into a greater battle for real re-

sources to maintain the investment projects undertaken. Relatively speaking, real resources become 

scarcer, which means that fewer of the started projects will ultimately be brought to completion. So 

it might be the case that an investor’s project – one that would have been successful if it hadn`t been 

for the credit expansion lowering the interest rate – turns out to be unprofitable because the neces-

sary real resources have already been drawn upon. Putting things into concrete terms, it might well 

be that a good investor plans his investment project more thoroughly, meaning that every single step 

of the investment procedure takes longer. By the time the investor is ready to move on to the next 

processing stage, another more reckless and less deliberate investor, whose project is never meant 

to be a success anyway, has gotten ahead of him acquiring the real resources. Although the market 

might make sure that in the long run an incompetent investor will be pushed out of the market alto-

gether, the unsustainable boom turns into a bust before this process of correction can take its full 

effect.  

As this first section has showed, Europe’s sovereign debt crisis has many differing causes – some of 

them more fundamental than others. All of them are somehow interrelated, meaning that without 

some cause another cause would not even have sprung up. Nevertheless this cause invoked yet an-

other cause which exacerbated the existing problems. What this first section attempts to convey is 

the fact that at the root of the European debt crisis is a monetary union with a single currency initiat-

ed on the grounds of political instead of economic reasoning, backed up by explicit and implicit polit-

ical promises. This kind of preposterous incentive scheme led to massive credit expansion by the 

European banking system, which funded overconsumption and malinvestments that drove many 

financial institutions into bankruptcy. In the end states all over Europe and the European Community 

itself had to rescue many of their banks posing a threat to the overall economic system. It is not 

without a touch of irony that the states themselves with their policies and treaties set the stage for 

today’s dire situation.     
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Section 2: A legal appraisal of the European Union’s crisis management 

 

As section one illustrated, banks ruined themselves by a particular kind of speculation. They were 

giving out loans that were not repaid. This is why the financial crisis unfolded, when the first bank 

recognized that they were highly undercapitalized. In order to prevent banks from going bankrupt, 

states all over Europe had to step in to recapitalize them. As a consequence states themselves had to 

pile up massive amounts of debts to raise funds needed to bail out banks. With their debt levels in-

creasing, the states’ creditors started to lose trust. Market players suddenly demanded much higher 

risk premiums which threatened states with defaults. Driven by the fear of getting into ever greater 

turmoil and as part of the struggle to overcome the European debt crisis, in 2012 the European states 

(European Community) created the European Stability Mechanism (ESM) which was designed to re-

place its predecessors the European Financial Stability Mechanism (EFSM) and the European Finan-

cial Stability Facility (EFSF). The purpose of the ESM consisted of mobilizing financial funding as a way 

of assisting particular member states of the Eurozone in financial difficulty. These different rescue 

packages were initiated to re-establish confidence by creating the conviction that states would not 

become insolvent. In total the ESM was made up of an authorized capital stock of around 700 billion 

euros, which was divided up into shares held by European member states in different amounts. For a 

deeper view on these stability measures see Fabrrini 2013.  

 

 

Violation of the no-bailout-clause 

 

 

The Euro rescue packages were a blatant violation of the Maastricht Treaty, which is now called the 

Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). The Maastricht Treaty (article 103) clearly 

stated that neither the union as a whole, nor a member state shall be liable for or assume the com-

mitments […] of any member state, without prejudice to mutual financial guarantees for the joint 

execution of a specific project (article 125 of the TFEU). At the same time overdraft facilities or any 

other type of credit facility with the European Central bank or with the central banks of the member 

states in favor of union institutions, […] shall be prohibited (article 123 of the TFEU).This has been 

famously called the no-bailout-clause. So the European Community’s rescue policy was not just 

based on no legal principle in European law, in fact it actually opposed existing European law.  Initial-

ly, when bailing out Greece, it was argued that the acute state of emergency simply called for it, 

which is why the no-bailout-clause had to be abandoned. To underline this state of emergency, res-

cue funds were temporarily initiated, being scheduled to last three years in total.5 

Before the mentioned three years even passed, the ESM was put in place. In order to legalize the no-

bailout-clause, the TFEU was adapted, adding article 136. This article legally empowered the Euro 

                                                           
5
 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/brussels/website/content/modul_06/zusatzthemen_09.html (Accessed:   

   06.01.16) 
 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/brussels/website/content/modul_06/zusatzthemen_09.html
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Community to provide bailout funds to failing states. Before the adoption of this article 136, such 

rescue funds clearly violated the content of article 125. Article 125 was not abolished. Therefore it 

did not loose its legal meaning. Basically a state is still responsible for its own budgetary policy and 

other states are still not allowed to become bail for another state. Only within the framework a joint-

ly established stability mechanism, such practices have been made legitimate. To what extent these 

arrangements actually make sense, is highly unclear, since article 125 does not seem to be more than 

a charade. The introduction of article 136 is no clarification on previously obscure matters, but a re-

orientation of the monetary union. 

The granting of the bailouts is assigned to a board of directors, which consists of experts not respon-

sible to any parliament.6 As is regulated by the ESM-Treaty, parliaments only have a say when it 

comes to capital increases. They have no power to decide on bailout provisions (Murswiek 2012). 

Because the no-bailout-clause has been violated and made practically obsolete with the adoption of 

article 136, the ESM has been established on undemocratic terms. Within a member state of the 

European Union, a particular parliament needs to have full decision-making power regarding its 

budgetary policy. Without legally ensuring a parliament’s power to make its own decision on budget-

ary matters, which the no-bailout-clause provided for, a common currency area could not have been 

launched. Having overturned the no-bailout-clause with the new legislation of article 136, the former 

guarantee is no longer constituted by the TFEU. With the ESM the national parliaments have virtually 

lost their sole decision-making power over their own budgetary policy, because the ESM has to be 

fed with capital supplied by member states, whose parliaments did not have the chance to approve 

of. In a way the parliaments loose their ability to independently control their budgetary policy, espe-

cially since the Eurozone definitely is not out of the woods yet. This certainly goes against the princi-

ple of democracy the EU is committed to. With the adoption of the ESM, the EU started going down 

the road of capitulation, decreasing the odds of ever reverting back to free market principles such as 

sovereignty and self-responsibility. On the contrary, the ESM can be seen as a first political endeavor 

to socialize debts and risks, i.e. setting up centralized transfer union.  

   

Ironically though, as regards the ESM, it was soon discovered that market players did not entirely buy 

into the actions the European Community implemented with the stability mechanism. Government 

bond prices of crisis-stricken countries were going through the floor, resulting in yields soaring up-

wards. Investors still demanded higher risk premiums, which made it all the more difficult for debt-

ridden states to roll over their debts, i.e. refinancing existing bonds with new ones (Bagus 2012). 

Seeing no other way out, the ECB decided to enhance its policy measures. The declaration of Mario 

Draghi in London in July 2012, the ECB’s president, was received as a turning point by market actors. 

Because of his famous words “ready to do whatever it takes”, relatively stable calm was restored to 

markets (Fabbrini 2013). On September the 6th, the ECB’s general council agreed on implementing 

Outright Monetary Transactions (OMT) with the purpose of purchasing government bonds in order 

to reduce their risk premiums (Siekmann, Vig and Wieland 2015).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
6
 http://www.esm.europa.eu/about/governance/board-of-directors/index.htm (Accessed: 06.01.16) 

http://www.esm.europa.eu/about/governance/board-of-directors/index.htm
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OMT – “Outside Mandate Transactions”  

 

 

The major question being asked, is whether or not the execution of the OMT-Program has been a 

violation of the ECB’s mandate? In the eyes of the European leaders, the answer to this question is 

only a matter of discretion and interpretation. It is certainly true that a given set of rules with its spe-

cific parts does always leave room for interpretation. It is this fact about a law, which can be seen as 

a good as well as a bad feature. After all, a certain principle or a collection thereof has to bear objec-

tive validity and legal force in order to ensure the principle’s enforcement. A law has to remain a law. 

This is not to say that a law is a god given decree, not open to dispute. It is a very important thing to 

discuss and debate existing laws in attempting to evaluate its actual legitimacy. What is indispensa-

ble though is its effectiveness, once a law has been put in place. Concerning the European Union, 

legal rules for budget discipline, the prohibition to direct government debt monetization and a con-

straint on the ECB’s competences are essential preconditions to guarantee the stability of a currency 

union. Without strict adherence to these prerequisites, a monetary union eventually turns into a 

“soft currency union”. It has already been described that with its rescue packages the EU has disre-

garded one of its major rules, the no-bailout-clause. Therefore it is legitimate to ask, whether the 

ECB’s steps are additional unconstitutionalities.   

 

 

The ECB’s mandate 

 

 

As an institution of the European Union, the ECB derives its body of competences from the sovereign 

rights the EU’s member states have delegated to the supranational state. The member states have 

formed union agreements, which functionally represent the “constitution” of the EU. These treaties 

determine its structure, duties and competences. The European institutions are only authorized to 

act in ways that are within the scope of its field of competence, i.e. in ways that have been approved 

of by the national parliaments. In this context, it can be evaluated if market interventions such as the 

OMT-Program is encompassed by the ECB’ mandate.  

The EU-Treaty clearly states that “the primary objective of the ESCB (European System of Central 

Banks) shall be to maintain price stability. Without prejudice to the objective of price stability, the 

ECB shall support the general economic policies in the Union with a view to contributing to the 

achievement of the objectives of the Union as laid down in article 3 of the Treaty on the European 

Union (article 123, TFEU). Financial stability, as a goal of fiscal policy, is not explicitly mentioned in 

describing the ECB’s competences (Bénassy-Quéré, Coeuré, Jacquet and Pisani-Ferry 2010). As a mat-

ter of fact the TFEU’s chapter on the ECB’s duties is headlined Monetary Policy. Stated elsewhere in 

the treaty, it is written that the ECB shall conduct the monetary policy of the union (article 282, 

TFEU). 

In summary to this it can be concluded that even though fiscal policy is not mentioned in the TFEU’s 

text, it is not explicitly forbidden either. Further deliberation though makes it evident that fiscal poli-

cy cannot be included in the ECB’s mandate, because if it were, the TFEU would suffer from an intrin-

sic contradiction in terms. Were the ECB to conduct fiscal policy measures, the central bank would 

get involved in a state’s budgetary policy. A highly problematic scenario, since the ECB is owned by 

Eurozone member states. With the ECB’s involvement in a particular state’s budgetary policy, the 

other European member states, being shareholder of the ECB, would indirectly become entangled in 
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another state’s fiscal matters. From the view point of the no-bailout-clause which – at least before it 

was utterly violated – prohibited any assistance by the European Community to a member state 

(even indirectly), it is clear that fiscal policy cannot have been envisaged by the ones who passed the 

Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to fall within the scope of the ECB’s mandate. Oth-

erwise this would have contradicted another TFEU article already from its beginning. A contradiction 

the EU couldn’t possibly have been willing to allow for.  

 

 

 

The ECJ’ verdict 

 

 

Interestingly enough, the European elites seem to have been aware of these facts. This is why the 

European Court of Justice (ECJ) in assessing the ECB’s OMT-Program has pursued a particular line of 

reasoning which is analyzed in the following paragraph. 

The ECJ was called to pass its verdict on the matter. In June 2015 it declared that any legal concerns 

about the legality of the OMT-Program were unfounded. European law is totally compatible with the 

program in question. The ECJ argued along the following lines: It concedes that the ECB’s primary 

objective is to maintain price stability. In order to meet its goal of price stability, the ECB has to make 

sure that its monetary policy decisions are effective - otherwise price developments could not be 

influenced in desired manners. This effectiveness hinges on the transmissions of actions and 

measures the ECB takes in order to impact the market environment. Because the sovereign debt 

crisis has generated an unprecedented situation, in which the monetary transmission mechanism is 

distorted by irrational fears of sudden state defaults, the ECB’s monetary policy efforts have experi-

enced a diminishing effectiveness on the real economy. Hence the ECB was called upon to actively 

counteract these disruptions or else it might eventually have lost its grip on price dynamics or in oth-

er word its capability to ensure price stability. An appropriate way to accomplish this counteraction 

was the initiation of the OMT-Program. The fact that the OMT-Program might as well have stabilized 

the euro area, which is indeed a matter of economic policy, does not make it unacceptable. Just be-

cause of its indirect effects of reducing default risk probability, the OMT-Program nevertheless be-

longs to the domain of monetary policy (ECJ 2015). 

In order to asses the ECJ’s line of argumentation, the sovereign debt crisis’s underlying problem-

causing aspects have to be recalled again. As a matter of fact states were not able to roll over their 

high debts anymore, meaning that the costs of issuing new bonds in order to repay old ones had 

risen substantially. The reason for this was that investors expected these states to be insolvent, 

which is why they demanded higher risk premiums. So eventually the investors’ fears harked back to 

the fact that states were heavily indebted (in the eyes of the market actors too heavily).  

 

It is important to point out that such fears can be alleviated in two different ways: Either the respec-

tive states significantly reduce their debt levels. Since reducing debt burdens is a medium-term pro-

cess, the investors’ confidence can be regained by at least displaying serious attempts and reforms to 

deleverage. The other way is for other states or the European Community as a whole to provide de-

fault guarantees in the form of rescue funds or credit default swaps, with which insolvency can be 

warded off. In fact, as has been stated, the EFSF and ESM were the two major rescue packages the 

EU operated to fight the crisis. There is no doubt that these were outright fiscal instruments. Consid-
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ering this, to unbiased observers, the above-mentioned measures are obviously rather fiscal than 

monetary policy issues. 

In the light of these facts, the ECJ’s verdict cannot be understood. Since the OMT-Program’s modus 

operandi is to unlimitedly buy government bonds, which are not purchased by any other agent, the 

ECB acts a market-maker of last resort, i.e. it creates a market for bonds, where none would actually 

exist (Giménez Roche 2015). Instead of supplying actual rescue funds to roll over existing bonds, alle-

viating the risk of insolvency, the ECB with its OTM-Program either buys already existing bonds or 

acquires new ones, which in turn allow the rolling-over of existing government bonds. Nonetheless 

this proceeding equally takes away a state’s default risk, transferring it unto the ECB. Just as rescue 

funds make capital available, the ECB as a bondholder is a provider of capital, although in the second 

procedure this fact might be less evident.  

Having elaborated these unambiguous parallels between the typical rescue package’s purpose and 

the one of the OMT-Program, the program’s character as a component of fiscal policy is unequivocal-

ly revealed. It might be true that the OMT-Program does improve actual monetary transmissions on 

the financial market, yet this does not change its actual monetary disposition. As a matter of fact 

exactly the opposite of the ECJ’s explanation is true. It is not a monetary policy having fiscal ramifica-

tions, but a fiscal policy with effects on monetary policy transmissions. 

The OMT-Program’s means of existence goes back to the fact that the ESM did not achieve its fiscal 

policy goal of releasing troubled states from eminent default risks. Therefore another more effective 

tool in the shape of the OMT-Program had to be initiated. This program accomplished what the for-

mer EFSF and ESM were created for. Because the OMT-Program is merely a different follow-up with 

an identical purpose, there can be no doubt about the OMT’s fiscal character. The OMT’s govern-

ment bond purchases on a large scale redistribute solvency risks among different European member 

states. The fact that the OMT-Program has managed to meet the goals sought for by the ESM clearly 

displays that assuming liability for insolvency-prone states is a act of fiscal policy. 

One last argument, which adequately exposes the ECB’s asset-purchasing program as a clear instru-

ment of fiscal policy, is the fact that bond purchases are tied to specific macroeconomic conditions 

imposed on concerned states. If these requirements are not met, purchases should immediately be 

halted. As a matter of fact, programmatic adjustment programs are a typical means for fiscal policy. 

Monetary policy on the other hand is explicitly not subject to any conditions. There is no monetary 

policy reason to buy government bonds of states that were previously incorporated into the ESM.  

In conclusion it can be stated that the ECB, by implementing the OMT-Program, has acted in opposi-

tion to its original mandate. The ECB is to only conduct monetary policy, i. e. maintain price stability. 

Therefore the OMT-Program with its obvious fiscal character represents an outright transgression 

against its sphere of competence.     

 

 

 

 

Quantitative easing 

 

 

The OMT-Program has not marked the end of the European financial reanimation procedure. Alt-

hough the ECB’s efforts have brought relative calm to the markets, the euro area still suffered from 

severe economic deficiencies. As a means of stimulating the economy, the ECB launched the greatest 

bond purchasing program in its history on March 2015. In December 2015 it was decided to keep the 
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program running until March 2017. The purpose of this unconventional policy is the so-called quanti-

tative easing (QE). In other words, the ECB has been attempting to stoke up inflation, pursuing a de-

sired inflation rate targeted at 2% per annum.  

The same arguments that have been brought forth against the OTM-Program do also hold true for 

OE. By conducting QE vast amounts of default risks are being redistributed among member states of 

the European Union potentially threatening relatively better doing countries with immense burden 

of costs. This pushes the Eurozone ever further down the road towards a de facto transfer union.  

As has been elucidated, with QE the ECB has been trying to achieve an inflation rate of 2% a year. The 

main concern is that the economy as a whole might wind up tumbling into a deflationary spiral, 

which accelerated by positive feedback loops would deepen the crisis ever more beyond recovery. 

This is why deflation ranks among the top priorities central banks of this world see themselves obli-

gated to grapple with. Deflation’s negative connotation today mainly stems from the currently 

unique circumstances. In a stable economy with a reasonable debt ratio, meaning that borrowers 

taking out loans generally have the means and the intent to redeem them, deflation mustn’t neces-

sarily put the economy in danger. In fact a moderately declining price level serves consumers and 

more importantly savers, which see their savings increase in value over time. This way they can natu-

rally save up for retirement, which makes deflation liberating and beneficial to the whole of society 

(Bagus 2015).  

Today’s desolate situation turns the economics of deflation on its head. Overall debt being owed to 

creditors has never been higher in the history of mankind. With an economy which is excessively 

leveraged, deflation indeed poses a threat to its labile credit-based foundation since it has fatal po-

tentiality of picking up pace. The rational behind this is as follows: Deflationary tendencies result in 

lower nominal incomes. Simultaneously the nominal debt level as well as the interest rate owed re-

mains the same. As a consequence the real burden of debt increases, which can hit indebted agents 

with bankruptcy setting of a deflationary spiral. Applying a narrow- and short-minded perspective, 

putting effort into making sure that deflation will not take up speed seems to be the proper solution. 

With respect to a broader and more considerate view though fighting potential deflation by printing 

money, i.e. borrowing money into existence, the economy is not going to get back on a healthy track. 

On the contrary, economic actors become ever more hooked on credit-induced cash flows with no 

real backing behind it. The economy drifts ever farther away from the state of normality setting itself 

up for yet another inevitable crisis.  

Interestingly enough, the ECB’s QE –program is not just a tool to prevent the price level from deflat-

ing, i.e. turning negative. Instead the inflation rate is attempted to be elevated to 2 %. Although 

hardly ever criticized, inflation-targeting at 2 % is not compatible with the primary goal of the ECB’s 

mandate. By committing itself to maintain price stability, a 2 % inflation rate per annum does not 

comply with this objective, because prices would not actually be stable but increase with a rate of 2 

%. 

Usually it is argued that the primacy of price stability has to be understood as the endeavor to keep 

the inflation rate stable at 2 %. But then again, instead of prices inflation is the stable factor. 2 % 

inflation might seem to be a miniscule variance; nevertheless, in the long run such an inflation rate 

comprises a nontrivial devaluation. Over the course of 20 years, 2 % inflation adds up to a loss in 

purchasing power of nearly 50 % (Murswiek 2015b). In the light of these numbers, actively pursuing 

an inflation rate target of 2% does not seem to correspond to the ECB’s paramount duty to preserve 

price stability.  
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Direct debt monetization 

 

 

Another charge leveled against the ECB is the criticism that with its bond purchasing programs, gov-

ernment debt is directly monetized. Direct purchases of government bonds are prohibited to the ECB 

(article 123, TFEU). According to the letter of the regulation, the ECB is not allowed to directly buy 

government bonds from particular states, while purchases of such bonds from a bank or the second-

ary market are permissible. The point about this procedure is that buying on the secondary market 

may not be used by the ECB to evade the prohibition as it stands.  

Purchases on the secondary market fall within the scope of circumvention if they are functionally 

equivalent to purchases on the primary market, meaning that they have the same economic effects. 

This kind of functional equivalence is specified when seen in the light of article 123, TFEU. This pas-

sage is meant to ensure that Eurozone member states can only acquire market based funds, i.e. can 

only finance themselves accepting the conditions offered by the market. These secondary market 

purchases of government bonds have traditionally served the ECB as an instrument to smooth inter-

est rates, whenever this was needed. This is a typical measure to conduct open market operations. 

Since interest rate have already been lowered to virtually zero, interest smoothing as an adequate 

argument does not really hold water any longer. 

By carrying out the OMT-Program, the ECB is eventually easing terms for governments to go into new 

debt. Because government bond prices are being pushed up, they appear to be a profit-yielding in-

vestment to market players. Having a greater amount of possible market actors ready to buy gov-

ernment bonds because of their relatively secure profitability, states find it easier to dispose of their 

own bonds (Kerber 2011 and Giménez Roche 2015). 

In no case whatsoever can it be intended, that the OMT-Program long-lastingly makes the ECB credi-

tor of certain states. A creditor position towards several states is particularly problematic, because in 

tandem with purchases of government bonds, the ECB takes on a great amount of default risks. In 

regard to such inherited default risks, having to raise key interest rates in order to tame possible 

future inflation, the ECB would face a dilemma. By increasing the policy rate, current government 

debt would be come more expensive, since states would have to pay greater interest on their exist-

ing bonds. This would again trigger insolvency fears. Because the ECB is heavily invested in all sorts of 

government bonds, this would also badly affect the central bank. Government bonds represent as-

sets on its balance sheet, i. e. receivables on which the ECB bases its operational strategy. If these 

receivables suddenly loose in value, the ECB’s liabilities remain the same though, the balance sheet is 

out of balance meaning that the ECB is undercapitalized. What sort of consequences this uncommon 

state of affairs might entail, can only be speculated about. As history has shown though, there are 

examples of central banks going bust (Buiter 2008). Central banks have a great array of tools to med-

dle with markets in order to keep them afloat. The effectiveness of these instruments depends to a 

large extend on the status its currency enjoys in the world’s economy, because a central bank may 

typically only bail out domestically denominated debt obligations, which means that a banking sector 

with a large amount of  foreign-denominated liabilities will leave a central bank inapt (Howden 

2009). As a consequence, core central banks have installed mechanisms – so called currency swap 

agreements – in order to handle such uncomfortable situations (Destais 2014). Nonetheless, if credi-

bility might some day go down the drain, what is applicable in theory might as well be seen in prac-

tice.  

The ECB being creditor of certain euro area member states is also problematic from another point of 

view. All of a sudden the Eurozone as a whole becomes liable for the debts of specific member 
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states, since the all the EU’s member states’ national banks jointly own the ECB. The total amount of 

capital is divided up into shares differing in seize, which are each held by a respective national bank. 

It is important to notice that ultimately the tax payer’s money of the European countries is backing 

the ECB’s capital shares. Even though euro states are not directly liable losses the ECB incurs, eco-

nomically speaking, they eventually have to beat the brunt by either not receiving seignorage (Sinn 

and Feist 2000) or more severely because the ECB has to be recapitalized. So in conclusion it has to 

be stated that the OMT-Program causes an enormous hidden redistribution among member states, 

transferring solvency risks unto tax payers. Even though the TFEU has been altered, this nevertheless 

stands in utter contrast to the original idea of the European Union, which prohibited mutual liability 

among states. 

 

 

Section 3: Monetary consequences of the EU’s various policy measures  

 

 

The various monetary goals the ECB has allegedly been pursuing with its implementation of programs 

such as OMT and QE have been described and critically assessed in the previous second section. This 

section aims to elucidate both of these programs’ economic effects and consequences.  

As a matter of fact the ECB has always been conducting the act of buying and selling government 

bonds, which it calls monetary policy. As has been made clear in the previous two sections though, 

because of the European debt crisis the ECB had to massively expand bond purchasing practices. 

With the OMT-program it started to deliberately purchase specific government-issued bonds of spe-

cific European member states. Following the OMT-program, the ECB went even one step further 

initiating its own official quantitative easing. With it public and private sector securities have been 

bought mainly from banks and pension funds. For a more detailed analysis of actual purchasing op-

erations consult Claeys, Leandro and Mandra 2015.  

Economically speaking the most immediate effect of these various bond purchases is a perpetuating 

fall in interest. Ever since the ECB has been buying short-term bonds as part of its open market pur-

chases or has been accepting such bonds as collateral in order to dole out loans for commercial 

banks during the last several decades, short-term interest rates have been in decline all along. As an 

immediate consequence of the crisis, the situation has definitively changed (Gimenez Roche 2015 

and Joyce, et al. 2012). With its emergency bond purchasing programs to fight the European debt 

crisis, the ECB took up buying long-term government bonds as well, a procedure, which inevitably 

puts downward pressure on long-term interest rates to decline ever more. As a consequence the 

yield curve for short-term and long-term bonds has been flattening, which basically means that long-

term interest rates have been converging towards the lower level of short-term rates that are virtual-

ly fixed at the level of zero. From an economic perspective this sort of reduction in long-term interest 

rates has been deemed the goal of the ECB’s quantitative easing, precisely because short-term inter-

est rates have already plummeted. As a consequence the ECB was urged to adopt what is generally 

called unconventional monetary policy (UMP) alias QE (Christensen and Krogstrup 2015). The word 

unconventional might create the impression that QE is somehow a way of acting, which is entirely 

new to the ECB. However it would be wrong to label QE a monetary novelty.  What really is novel 

about QE is what and how central banks such as the ECB are buying and up to what volume. Upon 

closer examination it can be specified that QE purchases have generally been operated by creating 

electronic book-keeping entries. This means that the ECB agreed to absorb a particular asset by cred-

iting electronic reserves to the seller’s account. Thus the ECB has not been pumping actual bank 
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notes (base money) into the system so far but rather currency in the form of electronic numbers as 

bank deposits with the ECB. From the ECB’s perspective whether it creates base or electronic curren-

cy does not matter, since either of them is a liability for the ECB. A second point that stands out is the 

kind of assets bought. As a matter of fact during the course of fighting the sovereign debt crisis, the 

ECB has made several announcements concerning what kind of collateral it would accept. With every 

proclamation the ECB has constantly lowered the standard of acceptable collateral (Szczerbowicz 

2012). With QE the range of acceptable assets has also been extended. The ECB sees it fit to buy 

bonds issued by local and regional entities within the Eurozone area. These bonds will only be pur-

chased by the national central banks of the jurisdiction in which the issuing agency is located). In 

addition to this the list of eligible assets to purchase further contains stated owned companies from 

the electricity and gas sector or public enterprises operating in the infrastructure or transportation 

business. Interestingly enough it is stated that this list may further be adjusted on the basis of mone-

tary policy considerations. Hence additional assets (bonds) could potentially become eligible which 

increases the amount of assets bought by the ECB (Public Sector Purchase Programme 2015).  

In terms of what this means for the quality of the assets in question, it must seriously be doubted 

that they are of great quality. Rather it stands to reason that the quality is likely to decline, since it is 

in the nature of things that bonds suddenly in need of being purchased by the ECB must be of poor 

quality. The quality of assets hold by the ECB is particularly important since good quality assets are 

more likely to be liquid, which is a vital factor to determine the quality of a currency and consequent-

ly its purchasing power (Bagus and Howden 2009).  

The general critique leveled against OMT and in particular against QE is most adequately summarized 

by the following figurative statement. The cure for the cancer is no actual cure, but will have the 

effect of making the cancer metastasize even more. With these bond-purchasing programs, the ECB 

has strived to prevent the European Union from falling into an ever deepening depression, i.e. from 

experiencing the demise of its own currency, the euro. Even though it might have succeeded pre-

venting the latter, it will have done so at an enormous, yet unknown but certain future cost. As has 

been explicitly set out in section one, artificial distortions of the money market’s most important 

variable, the interest rate, will inevitably have distortive repercussions on the economy as a whole. 

The ECB pushing down interest rates by buying assets definitely skews the market actor’s perception 

of how they will go about investing and performing in the economy. Because their investment deci-

sions are interfered with as resources seem to be available reflected by lower interest rates but are 

in effect not really freed up as proper savings, some of the distortions will manifest right away, while 

others might not be immediately apparent. Eventually these market distortions will have to translate 

into a crisis again, meaning that the bust, if allowed, would then clear up all the failures that were 

piling up due to artificially lowered interest rates. With OMT and QE this sort of correction process 

was stalled. So not only were assets prices artificially sustained, not allowing the market to clear and 

get rid of unsustainable assets. But with these factitiously buoyed up asset prices, distortions were 

kept alive and given monetary nourishment to deepen even more (Howden 2014).  

In addition to the argument made from the perspective of what is called the Austrian business cycle 

theory, scholars also point out that depressing interest rates facilitates excessive public borrowing, 

since the cost of debt is reduced amplifying the incentive for a government to take on more debt 

(Christ 2010).  

In analyzing the consequences of QE and OMT, the focus is all too often on the fact that interest 

rates have experienced a major decline because of the bond-purchasing programs. What is frequent-

ly left out of the assessment, or seems to be only mentioned for the record, is the opposite effect a 

lowering of the interest rates has, which is a buoying-up of bond and asset prices. So whenever in-
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terest rates are depressed, bond and asset prices move the other direction. This inverse relationship, 

which could be named the economic seesaw effect is generally observed in financial markets and 

therefore seen as uncontroversial. In order to understand this relation the essential fact of the time 

value of money has to be considered. Time is money is not just an everyday adage, it is actually eco-

nomically founded. The value of money at present is not the same the value of money in the future 

and vice versa. Eventually it can be said that the future value of a particular amount of money is 

higher than its par value right now, while the present value needs to be discounted in reference to its 

future value7. This needs to be borne in mind when dissecting the following example fleshing out the 

seesaw effect more vividly:  

 

A issues a bond and sells it to B. Therefore B is the acquirer of the bond paying A an amount of 

10’000. At the current level of interest of 8 %, A will have to pay 800 of interest per annum plus the 

principal of 10’000 to B once the bond will eventually mature. Now the interest rate drops to 4 %, 

which means that a new bond of 10’000 will only generate a return of 400 in interest payment every 

year. Thus from the perspective of A, which sold a bond to B at the rate of interest of 4 %, the 10’000 

would only cost 400 per year. So A decides to ask B for a bargain. A would buy back the original 8 % 

bearing bond and sell a new one at 4%. B on the other hand suddenly demands 20’000 for the initial 

bond. Because from B’s point of view in order to get the same cash flow of 800 that the bond with 8% 

brings, at the now current level of interest of 4%, B would have to buy a new bond at the price of 

20’000 (20’000 x 0.04 equals 800) meaning that he would have to invest more capital all at once 

(Fritsch 2013). 

 

It is this simple mathematical relationship that indicates why bond and asset prices rise if the interest 

rate declines. Because the cost of generating the same amount of return per annum of interest (800 

in the example above) has doubled, the original bond’s market price also has to double. Note that 

this seesaw effect plays out almost perfectly when regarding perpetual bonds, i.e. bonds with no 

actual maturity date. Their, in theory, “infinitively” paying coupons (interest payments) are added up 

and are priced into the bonds market price. With bonds of a finite maturity date, the seesaw effect 

will become more biased. Nevertheless the inverse relationship of decreasing interest rates and in-

creasing bond prices (and vice versa) does still hold. The following mathematical equation to calcu-

late specific bond prices illustrates this:  

 

 

 
 

                                                           
7
 http://www.investopedia.com/articles/03/082703.asp (Acessed: 31th of January 2016)  

http://www.investopedia.com/articles/03/082703.asp
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The first figure shows that if the interest rate the bond was fixed on (variable c) is higher than the 

current market interest rate, the bond sells at a higher price then when it was first issued. The fol-

lowing example assumes variable c being 10%, variable i being 5% and maturity being a 10 years’ 

duration, i. e. presuming a falling interest rate structure.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

The second figure depicts the opposite situation, when interest rates experience an upward sloping 

trend, which assumes an increasing interest rate structure. The numbers are set at 5 % for c, at 10% 

for i and again at 10 years for variable n.   

 

  

 
 

 

These arithmetic examples demonstrate that the mathematical relation of the seesaw effect – alt-

hough it might not be as strong – holds true for bonds which are by far no perpetuity. The most intui-

tive explanation is that a bond for 100’000 issued with a coupon rate of 10%, resulting in payment of 

10’000 per annum will increase in value if the interest rate drops to 5%, because another investor 

would pay a premium for a bond of 100’000 with a coupon rate of 10% on the secondary market 

when new issues of similar quality bonds are only paying 5%. The other way around, if the interest 

rate rises from 10% to 15% an investor would never pay 100’000 for a bond with a coupon rate of 

10% on the secondary market if he could get new issued bonds of similar quality paying 15% of inter-

est. 

It can also be said that from the perspective of earning a yield, a bond buyer, which purchased the 

bond at an interest rate of 10%, can be seen to have made a profit maximizing decision when the 

interest rate drops to 5% since the higher interest rate generates a higher investment return. Eco-

nomically speaking it is therefore intuitively obvious that if he was to sell the bond, the investor 

would want to be compensated for having made the right decision. The compensation can be viewed 

as the rise in price, which will be raked in by the investor. Whenever there are bonds selling at a low-

er price, the economic law of arbitrage is going to depress spreads between differently priced bonds 

(Weiner 2012). Prices tend to increase because the general investor seeks to be compensated. 

 

Harking back to this section’s actual endeavor to evaluate the economic consequences of the ECB’s 

bond-purchasing programs such as QE and OMT, which have been aimed at flooding financial mar-

kets with liquidity and inevitably lowering interest rates, the explanation of the inverse relation be-

tween interest and bonds establishes why bond prices rise. As a matter of fact QE and OMT (and in 
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general bond-purchasing programs initiated by the major central banks all over the world) have vir-

tually bulled asset and bond markets. With the program the ECB has managed to sustain asset and 

bond prices. The upward trend, which has started after the official statement was released that the 

European elite’s would not let the European financial system collapse, seems to indicate that fiat 

money  going into public and private debt securities is supposed to be potential capital the bond and 

assets issuers could possibly use to their advantage.  

As for government bonds it might very well be argued that more money spent on bonds, i. e. invest-

ment capital, which is being provided to the bond-issuing entity – that is to say the government in 

this case – is a loss of investment capital. Because government actually destroys value rather than 

adds any of it, investors allocating greater funds to public agencies by buying higher priced bonds put 

their capital to waste (Rothbard 1981). 

The same argument though mustn’t hold true for money put into private debt securities, since pri-

vate entities are not relying on force in order to do business with the goal to succeed in generating 

value and thusly create wealth in some form or another. Truly the productiveness of this sort of capi-

tal depends on what happens next with the capital invested. It can either be used to finance a new 

production process, to be applied to consumption purposes or to be spent on further portfolio in-

vestment purchasing bonds and assets of other market actors. Due to the limits of human knowledge 

and foresight valid predictions cannot be made. Nevertheless does the possibility at least exist that 

capital invested will be put to productive uses. Exact numbers can never be stated but the general 

notion that some of it will turn out to be profitable is quite certain.  

As a matter of fact though, the capital going into bonds and assets pushing up their prices does not 

reach the debt security issuing private company. The reason this is so, can be found in the fact that 

most of these asset and bond trading activities are realized on the secondary market. Broadly speak-

ing there are two major markets making up the relevant part of today’s financial market8.  Compa-

nies use to primary market to issue new debt securities. They sell new assets and bonds to the public 

for the first time. Therefore whatever asset they issue and sell the proceeds from selling the debt 

securities is available for them to use productive purposes. Generally the primary market is referred 

to as an initial public offering (IPO).  

By contrast the secondary market is the place to trade previously issued bonds and assets. Secondary 

market transactions do not have an impact on the bond or asset issuing company itself. Investors 

trade already existing securities without the issuing companies being involved. This is to say that 

there is no capital going to the bond or asset issuing company to conduct new production processes. 

If an investor buys a stock initially sold by company A, he will only be dealing with another investor 

who owns shares in company A. Company A is in no way involved with the transaction. Thus the 

money making for higher bond prices, which must ultimately be somebody’s, earning after a transac-

tion has been settled is transferred to the previous owner of the secondary market security.  

While only primary market transactions (i.e., those involving new issues of debt securities) can claim 

to have a direct link to new production processes, secondary market trading does not influence a 

company’s ability to expand and enhance their production processes. Admittedly if earning agents on 

the secondary market have greater amount of revenues available, they are obviously going to do 

something with them. For one thing it can be argued that the proceeds the investors have gained will 

again be invested in the secondary market. This would inevitably inflate the secondary market with-

                                                           
8
 For a basic overview of other submarkets complementing the primary and secondary market consult the 

following website:  
http://www.investopedia.com/articles/02/101102.asp (Accessed: 31.01.16)  

http://www.investopedia.com/articles/02/101102.asp
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out actually sustainably strengthening the real, productive economy. For another thing though it 

might also be possible that investors, using their proceeds gained from investing in secondary bull 

markets to apply these to productive projects and activities, for example taking on corporate bonds 

in the primary market, will indirectly take part in financing new production processes, since the mon-

ey is actually flowing to companies in the productive sector. However, there are substantial reasons 

to expect such procedures of indirect productive investment to dwindle ever more. This is because all 

sorts of OMTS conducted by the ECB have created incentives – incentives, which have even be aggra-

vated by the policy of QE – that draw monetary resources away from the productive sector into the 

financial sector. It is the perfidy of bond speculation.  

 

 

 

Bond speculation 

 

Over the last three decades there has been a ferocious bull markets in bonds going on. Over the 

course of this time two major facts have established, on account of which inevitable economic pro-

cesses leading to ever greater bond speculation have been triggered. The first is predictability of the 

sort that a specific action – or rather call it intervention – must necessarily follow. The second refers 

to the predictability of the sort that the specific date of a certain action, which is bound to happen, 

becomes ever more calculable. For the sake of convenience the first one will be referred to as pre-

dictability of action and the second one as predictability of date.  

The order in which these two terms are stated is not just a semantic issue, but is also of practical 

importance. With its lowering of interest rates, a trend that has kept up for more than the last thirty 

years, central bank and in this case particularly the ECB have erected a market, which would never 

have grown to its current seize if it weren’t for central banks like the ECB to sustain it. Apart from the 

fact that the ECB and other central banks have made such a vast, flourishing and complex bond mar-

ket possible in the first place, without their recurring interventions in the form of OMTs and more 

recently the policy of QE, the bond market, especially for government bonds, would have long since 

collapsed. Because of the continuous interventions today’s government bond markets are among the 

most liquid financial markets. This traces back to the fact that whenever the ECB wants to expand the 

money supply, it conducts OMTs. In other words, the ECB buys sovereign bonds, which it pays for 

with new money. Thus if there is a net purchase of government bonds, the money supply increases.  

Since our contemporary monetary system – the ECB’s Euro as one of the leading paper currencies – is 

shaped in the form of an irredeemable currency system with paper money being completely decou-

pled from any real value commodity, there is no ultimate extinguisher of debt. This is an inherent 

character of any paper money system. Paper money is always somebody else’s liability. Ultimately it 

is the central bank’s liability. The Euro is the ECB’s liability. Common sense thinking teaches you that 

the liability is the state where person A owes something to person B. In order to meet and satisfy a 

liability, meaning that person A can legitimately acquit oneself of the obligation at hand, what is be-

ing owed must be delivered to person B in a way that what has been owed by person A is no longer 

owed because it has been provided. Applying this basic logic to our monetary system with the ECB 

and its liability the Euro, it becomes obvious that this is not the case. Whenever a party would want 

to have a certain amount of Euro currency as its asset, which is at the same time the ECB’s liability, to 

be fulfilled by the ECB, all the party would be presented with is the exact same amount of Euro cur-

rency. The liability is just being satisfied with an identical liability. This rationale, which holds true for 

the Euro and every other paper currency system demonstrates why accumulating amounts of debt, 
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i.e. liabilities in our current monetary system always need to be “paid off” using more of these liabili-

ties, i.e. debt.   

In light of this inherent fact about our monetary system it is utterly clear, that there is a constant 

demand for government bonds since these are being used to expand the money supply. Because 

government bonds are a means to influence the money supply, predictability of action, i.e. that gov-

ernment bonds will necessarily be traded at some point in time, becomes a reference point bond 

speculators orientate by.  Having this sort of recurring, assured intervention in the bond market, un-

certainty is reduced, which in turn benefits speculators. This can be seen as a major factor why the 

bond market, especially the one for sovereign bonds is been deemed one of the most liquid markets 

of all financial markets. Adding to this is the highly popular belief that government bonds are being 

valued a safe asset. A second condition that has made the market for sovereign bonds and bonds in 

general even more attractive is the fact the policy of QE has added an additional layer to the variable 

of predictability. While reinforcing the fact about predictability of action in general the policy of QE   

is specifying the predictable market intervention, narrowing it down to a predefined time frame 

where the intervention will be conducted. This is what has been referred to as predictability of date.  

The whole point of this discussion about predictability is to demonstrate that with repetitive patterns 

occurring on the bond market, bond speculators find it ever easier to react to market interventions 

by front-running the ECB and its QE policy. Corporate bonds are just as affected by the ECB’s QE as 

government bonds are. These two different bonds are related because they trade at a spread to each 

other. If government bonds fall in yields, so do corporate bonds as a consequence of market arbi-

trage. The opposite is true as well. By way of doing arbitrage, bond speculators can front-run the ECB 

to take risk-free profits, doing arbitrage between spreads of different bonds. For example bond 

speculators buy the long-term bonds and sell the short-term ones. Knowing that the ECB will eventu-

ally purchase these bonds, because it has taken up the cause of doing so, in order to allegedly 

strengthening the economy, bond speculators will make sure that they can buy bonds that they will 

be able to sell to the ECB at a profit. As such, these market transactions harbor an inherent risk. Since 

QE conducted by the ECB takes the risk out by striving to make sure that the normal yield curve will 

not get inverted, bond speculators can revert to the aforementioned action having the ECB backing 

them. They purchase bonds that they will be able to dump into the hand of the ECB at a greater price 

at a later point in time.  

 

Aiming for inflation, haunted by deflation  

 

As has been reiterated by the ECB’s officials many times over, by exercising the policy of QE the ECB 

intends to jumpstart the overall economy which has been performing badly ever since the financial 

crisis hit in 2008. Allegedly spurring economic growth is the ECB´s declared goal. As has been argued 

in the previous section, assuming a hidden agenda behind QE is fairly plausible. The ECB’s argument 

about reigniting the economy’s driving forces isn’t completely far-fetched though. Considering the 

way the bulk of the ECB’s leading economists think on matters like economic growth and develop-

ment, the logic and its correspondent actions perfectly measures up to their intellectual mindset. In 

their view expanding the money supply, i. e. creating counterfeit credit, will help companies and 

businesses to boost investment since there is more money at their disposal. This sort of investment 

creates additional demand. It is either through a direct channel because the investment itself is a 

demand factor. Or through an indirect mechanism which is supposed to hinge on the fact that addi-

tional investment creates more revenue for the ones working in the economy. Further revenues will 

also affect overall demand, since these revenues inevitably enter the economy when spent. To cut a 
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long story short, eventually creating moderate inflation is supposed to be the remedy for the sluggish 

economy.  

Whether this kind of economic theory is consistent and adequately describes how an economy is to 

generate growth is by far without controversy. Advancing argumentative technicalities against it shall 

not be part of this working paper though. At this point it suffices to state that the aims and hopes 

nourished by the ECB do not seem to catch on. As a matter of fact it is not because inflation is actual-

ly kicking in, but the desired consequences, i.e. the stimulation of the economy, do not follow. It is 

much more the case that there is no actual inflation in the Eurozone. The euro area is rather experi-

encing disinflation (or even deflation), which is quite the opposite of what the ECB has been targeting 

with its policy of QE. As a result of this, the ECB is all the more convinced that the obvious ineffec-

tiveness of its measures taken in creating inflation might be attributed to the fact that these 

measures are still lacking in proper quantity and vigor. In order to achieve the avowed impact on the 

real economy, drastic measures by the ECB have to be implemented even more drastically. From the 

ECB’s point of view it is a mere matter of severity in regard to implementation.  

The possibility that the reason why things do not seem to work out the way the ECB expects them to, 

might be because the tools and means chosen are the wrong ones altogether has not seriously been 

taken into account. Unfortunately this is a major failure on the part of the ECB and the expert econ-

omists associated with it. Apart from the fact that actual inflation would lead to a number of other 

negative consequences – that, as has already been said, are not part of this working paper – the 

ECB’s current policy of QE definitely has devastating effects on the economy. The question of wheth-

er monetary inflation will inevitably follow is highly contested and the fact that consumer price indi-

ces have not yet shown clear signs of monetary inflation, i.e. what is in general defined as rising pric-

es, but rather major price decreases with for instance the oil industry, seems to fly in the face of all 

those who have been warning about inflation as a consequence of QE. Advocates of this view have 

defended themselves against this kind of criticism by pointing to what they consider a general mis-

conception about the terms involved. Defining inflation solely in terms of rising prices is rather in-

complete. First and foremost inflation is merely the expansion of the money supply that inevitably 

gives rise to unjustified monetary redistribution. As for rising prices it is referred to stock, asset and 

real estate markets, which are to serve as evidence price increases due to inflation. This notion is 

summed up under the terminology of asset price inflation.  

Concerning consumer prices it is true that these have not risen yet. The main argument why this isn’t 

so, has already been alluded to in the beginning of section 3. The bulk of the money, i.e. counterfeit 

credit to be precise, has been created, writing down electronic digits on the balance sheet of various 

commercial banks. Eventually these banks hold vast amounts of credit that they have deposited with 

a central bank. In doing so, these electronic numbers and digits lie with the central bank; they have 

served their immediate purpose well by having given the appearance of being money commercial 

banks possess to smooth out all sorts of liquidity issues with creditors and other banks. Because this 

counterfeit credit has primarily been created for the aforementioned purpose, it is quite apparent 

why vast quantities of it are lying idle “in the vault of central banks as electronic digits and numbers” 

and are not being spent out in the real economy.  

Although the arguments, given to explain why inflation has not occurred out in the commodity mar-

ket but might unleash once the great multitudes of credit find their way to exact this market, seem to 

be somewhat plausible. Nevertheless for the time being a scenario of accelerating deflation might be 

more likely to unfold.  

In order to understand why this is so, the argument about bond speculation needs to be recalled. As 

has been argued above, the contra-cyclical policies run by the ECB and other central banks create a 
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monetary vacuum which attracts bond speculators to reap off risk-free profits. The bond markets 

acts as a sort of vacuum cleaner, a black whole which swallows huge amount of credit that the ECB 

borrowed into existence with the intent of flooding the real economy, the commodity market. This is 

the strong monetary pull factor, which elucidates why credit is flowing from the commodity market 

to the bond market to bid up prices in the bond market and decrease interest rates. Because the 

credit is deployed in the bond market, it is evidently not spent in the commodity market. The dwin-

dling stocks of currency available in the commodity market have the potential of lowering prices. 

As is generally accepted, there is a strong relationship between commodity prices and interest rates, 

which act in accordance with one another. This means that if interest rates fall, commodity prices fall 

as well apart from sporadic leads and lags. The opposite movement is true also. As for falling interest 

rates it is crucial to understand how these put additional burdens on companies. Having borrowed 

money for investment in the past, an interest rate that has fallen reveals that the past investment in 

physical capital has been made at too high a rate in comparison to the lowers interest rates now cur-

rently available. Eventually this means that falling interest rates make the burden of debt, the cost of 

servicing ones debt, contracted at an earlier point in time, more difficult.  The present value of out-

standing debt rises. Even Companies and enterprises with zero debt are affected nonetheless. The 

value of industrial capital falls across the board as new capital can now be financed at lower rates. 

Competitors, which have invested at a lower rate of interest, have a competitive advantage concern-

ing finances.  

With this fatal consequence falling interest rates bring, it is obvious to see that profits of firms and 

companies are being squeezed as a result of the higher burden of debt.  Because entrepreneurial 

profits are diminishing, firms are forced to retrench. This means that firms have to cut back on inven-

tories, production and additional investments (since borrowing for additional investment could 

worsen the situation if interest rates fell again). Through a feedback loop profits will be diminished 

even further which in turn puts further pressure on prices.  

The effects of OMTs and QE by the ECB are detrimental and are exacerbating the deflationary situa-

tion. By making the bond market into a risk-free land of casino place, its gains immense attractive-

ness over the commodity market, which is been drained of funds that are all rushing to the bond 

market. Productive capital will decreasingly be invested in the real economy because why would it 

make sense to take the risk of putting money into a business in risky, competitive market when funds 

could be invested in a risk-free bond in the financial market. 

 At the same time falling interest rates are pernicious to companies themselves, since they increase 

the burden of debt and therefore squeeze profits. The firms’ and companies’ abilities to be produc-

tive are further weakened.   
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